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Abstract

This document describes the results obtained from a performance study of the
integrated functioning of services on the first C-Frame of the Scintillating Fibre
Tracker (SciFi). This has been carried out during October and November of 2019.
The services of a C-Frame share one common objective: maintaining a SiPM
temperature of -40 ◦C to reduce the dark noise. In this study, the effects of varying
the Novec cooling temperature, circulation rate of dry nitrogen gas and supplied
heating power by heating wires have been investigated. In particular, dew points
inside the cold boxes, temperatures of parts prone to condensation, dissipated energy
by the cooling system and SiPM temperatures are discussed.
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1 Introduction1

The LHCb detector will be subject to a major upgrade between 2019-2021, during the2

second long shutdown period of the LHC. The objective is to allow the detector to take3

data with 5 times more luminosity. The completely new SciFi Tracker is part of this4

upgrade and will allow for readout at the bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz. The assembly5

of the first C-Frame started in spring 2019 and has been completed in November with6

the installation of the final read-out-boxes. The installation of services are necessary to7

maintain a SiPM temperature of -40 ◦C in order to suppress the dark noise. The dark8

noise is correlated to the integrated radiation dose that the detector collects throughout9

its expected 10 years of operation. The services include a cooling plant that circulates10

a Novec fluid to cool the SiPMs to a temperature of -40 ◦C without condensation11

forming on the outside parts. Vacuum isolation on the distribution lines are needed12

to minimize energy dissipation to the external environment. Dry nitrogen gas will be13

circulated through the cold boxes containing the SiPMs to prevent from condensation to14

appear. Additionally, heating wires have been installed on outside parts that are prone to15

condensation.16

17

A series of performance tests have been carried out during October and Novem-18

ber of 2019 to inspect the integrated services of a C-Frame for the first time. These19

performance tests have been collectively referred to under the name of the heating wire20

test program. The heating wire test program is the name for the performance tests that21

were done after condensation problems had been solved and refers to the installation22

of the heating wire that allowed to cool down to a temperature of -40 ◦C on the SiPM.23

Hence, other than the name suggests, it is not solely focused on active heating. Yet, there24

was a special concern that the use of active heating might affect the SiPM temperature.25

Throughout the heating wire test program three services have mainly been varied, namely:26

• the Novec cooling temperature27

• the dry gas flow rate28

• the supplied heating power per module end29

The outcome of these tests are relevant to adequate operation of the SciFi Tracker and30

form the core purpose of this document. The results are sub-divided over several topics31

and a separate section is dedicated to each of them. The subsequent subjects are: dew32

points inside the cold boxes, temperatures of parts prone to condensation, dissipated33

energy by the cooling system and also SiPM temperatures are discussed. Prior to this, a34

necessary introduction to the data samples along with the caveats that one should bear in35

mind is presented.36

2 Data samples37

The performance program can be divided over numerous sub-sets of data in which the38

earlier mentioned services have been subject to variation. The Novec cooling was adjusted39

between temperatures of -50, -30, -10, 0 and 20 ◦C. The dry gas flow was varied between40

rates of 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 l/min. The supplied heating per module end was changed41
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between 10, 25 and 35 Watts of power. A configuration of settings was typically kept and42

monitored for time windows of 4 to 10 hours, but exceptionally shorter and longer are43

included as well. The data taking can mainly be divided into two periods. The first period44

lasted from the 23rd of October till the 1st of November, during which only two frond-end45

boxes were installed on modules T3L2Q0M0 and T3L2Q0M1. The second period lasted46

from the 24th till the 28th of November, during which the remaining 22 frond-end boxes47

were also installed. During the second period of the program with 24 frond-end boxes48

available, the readout was limited to a maximum of 12 frond-end-boxes. Hence, it was49

decided to monitor either the two top quadrants or the two bottom quadrants of the50

C-Frame. Therefore, the data points presented during these measurements are specially51

referred to with top and bottom in the graphs to follow.52

53

To analyse how the C-Frame performed under the various conditions, a total of54

518 sensors were monitored. The values were archived to the Oracle database typically55

every 120 seconds or with a relative change of the value of the order of 1 to 3 percent.56

The monitored sensors can be subdivided into the following categories :57

• 3 temperature sensors on the Novec cooling plant58

• 2 vacuum gauges for the vacuum system59

• 1 dew point sensor for ambient conditions in the hall60

• 48 flow meters for the dry gas system61

• 24 dew point sensors for the cold boxes62

• 384 SiPM temperature sensors63

• 24 temperature sensors on the top of cold boxes64

• 24 temperature sensors on the dry gas outlet connectors65

• 7 temperature sensors on Novec bellows66

• 1 temperature sensor for the ambient conditions in the hall67

The presented values are the calculated averages of a selected time window during68

which a certain setting was run. That average is calculated in two steps, first the mean69

value for each individual sensor is calculated and then the average value of the involved70

sensors is calculated by averaging their means. The error on the value is represented71

by the standard deviation among the mean values of the sensors. In case a single72

sensor is presented, the value and error are represented by its mean and standard deviation.73

74

Each module end is equipped with the following sensors :75

• 2 dry gas flow meters76

• 1 dew point sensor77

• 1 temperature sensor on the dry gas outlet connector78
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• 1 temperature sensor on the top of the cold box shell79

• 16 SiPM temperature sensors80

It is worth mentioning some important caveats related to the presented material of the81

test program :82

• The measurements of the dew point inside the cold box are done by an external body83

for which temporarily the cold box has to be flushed. Ideally this flushing is at the84

same or at a very similar rate to which the dry gas is circulated through the boxes,85

however at the time the tests were conducted this was not adjusted accordingly. The86

measurement of the dew point takes place approximately every 2 hours, for which87

the cold boxes are flushed about 10 minutes. The presented values for the dry gas88

flow rate are therefore affected by the flushing during the dew point measurement.89

• A consequence of the fact that the flushing is not adjusted to the dry gas flow rate90

is that the dew point measurement itself might be influenced by this difference. The91

presented values for the dew points might therefore be affected.92

• The dry gas is very cold and it strongly cools the dry gas outlet connector, which93

is the reason for it being the most affected part by condensation problems. The94

fact that the flushing has not been adjusted to the dry gas flow also means that95

the temperature measurements on the dry gas outlet connector might be influenced96

during the flushing and hence these presented temperatures could be affected.97

• Shortly before the first test period, one module got exchanged and hence the inside98

of its cold boxes were quite humid at this point. Since dry gas was circulated only99

for a couple of days before the first test setting, the measured dew point on this100

module was 8 ◦C higher compared to the average value of the other modules. The101

errors on the presented values for the dew points are therefore rather large.102

• For temperature measurements on the Novec bellows only 7 sensors were available,103

which further had to be divided of top and bottom quadrants. They were temporarily104

placed with tape and the position might vary from one sensor to another. For the105

first C-Frame no stretching was applied on the outer bellow and hence cold spots106

are still expected to appear. These two facts together with the few temperature107

sensors used for monitoring might mean that the presented temperature values108

should perhaps be taken with bigger uncertainty than is shown.109

• During the first test period it was noticed that there were sinusoidal temperature110

fluctuations on the Novec cooling plant. The amplitude of the fluctuations was111

about 1.5 ◦C, i.e. 3 ◦C between the maximum and minimum. The period lasted a112

bit more then three minutes. These temperature fluctuations could simultaneously113

be observed with the temperature sensors on the SiPMs, hence directly affecting114

the stability of their environment. Before the second test period the controls of the115

cooling plant were adjusted which resulted in an amplitude of only 0.1 ◦C.116

At this point the motivation of the program has been given, along with a description of117

the data along with the caveats that one should bear in mind when drawing conclusions118

from the presented material. The main focus for all parts are temperature effects under119
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the various settings handled by adjustment of the Novec cooling temperature, dry gas flow120

rate and supplied heat power. The measured dew point in the cold box will be presented121

first. The next part will be on the parts that were found to be affected by condensation122

during the earliest Novec cooling tests of the SiPM in July 2019. These are the dry gas123

outlet connector, the Novec bellows and the cold box shell. The dissipated energy by the124

cooling plant is given as well as the effectiveness of SiPM cooling. The SiPM temperatures125

are presented, central to the performance of the services to check if the required -40 ◦C126

can be reached and maintained adequately. The Novec cooling temperature is denoted as127

the Plant Tout in the following figures.128

3 Dew Points129

In figure 1, the average of the measured dew points inside the cold boxes are shown under130

various circumstances. All data shown is taken with a Novec cooling temperature set at131

-50 ◦C. The flow rate of the circulating dry gas has been set at roughly the following132

points: 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 l/min. The three colors show the supplied heating power per133

module end by the heating wire system. The obtained measurements depicted in this134

graph show that with the dry gas flow rate one has a good handle to control the dew135

point. With the adjustment of the flow rate one is able to manage a dew point that is136

lower than the Novec cooling temperature with the required safety margin of 5 ◦C below137

cooling temperature is in reach. How long was dry gas circulated before this test?138

Figure 1: The dew point measured as a function of the dry gas flow rate.

139

140
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4 Temperature of condensation affected parts141

4.1 Dry gas outlet connector142

In figures 2 and 3 the average temperature on the dry gas outlet connector is shown for143

the first data taking period and the first superimposed by the second data taking period,144

respectively. All data shown is taken with a Novec cooling temperature set at -50 ◦C. The145

solid markers represent a setting for which the front-end electronics were not configured146

and all dry gas outlets are taken into account. A note here has to be put on the fact that147

during the first period the electronics of the 2 installed read-out boxes were configured at148

all time, however this is considered of negligible effect to the full C-Frame. The hollow149

markers represent a setting for which the front-end electronics were partly configured,150

either only front-end electronics of the top quadrants or of the bottom quadrants were151

configured simultaneously. Hence, the presented data in this case only takes into ac-152

count temperature readings from the module ends that had their read-out boxes configured.153

154

The figure shows that with the given range of supplied heating power one is ca-155

pable of managing the temperature of the dry gas outlets in a range of about 20 ◦C for156

a given flow rate. The temperature of dry gas outlet connector is clearly affected by157

the flow rate of the dry gas. To first approximation a linear fit is used for each heating158

setting, however a more sophisticated approach might be needed at extended range. It159

can be envisioned from comparing the data to the linear fit that at lowest flow rates the160

temperature starts to rise non-linear and at the highest flow rates it starts to flatten. The

Figure 2: The dry gas outlet temperature mea-
sured as a function of the dry gas flow rate
under three different heating settings.

Figure 3: The dry gas outlet temperature mea-
sured as a function of the dry gas flow rate
under three different heating settings.

161

data from the second period in which all frond-end boxes were installed and shows some162

changes with respect to the first period. Looking to the two additional points at flow rates163

of 0.3 and 0.9 l/min and a heating power of 35 Watt, there is an increase in temperature164

visible of about 1-3 ◦C with respect to the first data taking period. Additionally, in the165
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second data period also settings were run with full quadrants of front-end electronics166

configured. This is shown by the hollow red marker at a flow rate of about 0.6 l/min.167

The increase of temperature here is an additional 5-7 ◦C on top of the non configured168

setting, which is a rather significant increase. A similar trend is found for the two other169

heating powers of 25 and 10 Watt. Hence, the conclusion drawn from this is that there is170

a slight increase of temperature due to the installation of the 22 remaining frond-end171

boxes and that during periods in which the electronics are actively used, i.e. configured,172

the temperature rise is a rather significant 5-7 ◦C.173

4.2 Top of cold box174

In figures 4 and 5 the average temperature on the top of the cold is shown for the175

first data taking period and the first superimposed by the second data taking period,176

respectively. All data shown is taken with a Novec cooling temperature set at -50 ◦C. All177

the plotted data points correspond the same ones shown in figures 2 and 3. Similar to the178

dry gas outlet figures, the data of the top of the cold box have solid and hollow markers.179

For the solid markers the front-end electronics were not configured, whereas for the the180

hollow markers they are, although only partly as explained previously.181

182

The influence of the given range of supplied heating power is apparent, allowing183

for a temperature range of about 15 ◦C independent of the flow rate of the dry gas. In184

fact, for the top the cold box the temperature is relatively flat with respect to the flow185

rate. Data from the second data period only show a minimal temperature increase of186

about 1 ◦C. When the front-end electronics are configured, the increase of temperature is187

about 2-6 ◦C with respect to non configured.188

189

The hollow marker at a heating power of 10 Watt might not taken be into full190

consideration for this estimate as this data set only lasted 10 minutes and was taken191

shortly after a data taking setting for which the heating power was put to 35 Watt. The192

cold box mass might therefore not have been fully cooled down.193

4.3 Novec bellow194

In figures 6 and 7 the average temperature on the Novec bellows is shown for the first data195

taking period and the first superimposed by the second data taking period, respectively.196

All data shown is taken with a Novec cooling temperature set at -50 ◦C. All plotted data197

point corresponds to the same ones shown in figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. And likewise, the same198

convention for the markers is used as was done for the dry gas outlet and top of the cold199

box, in which for the solid markers the front-end electronics were not configured and for200

the hollow markers they were configured, though only partly as explained previously.201

202

The influence of the heating system is apparent for the Novec bellows. For the203

studied range of heating one can control the temperature to range of about 15 ◦C. This204

temperature range is almost independent of the dry gas flow rate. The temperature of the205

Novec bellows is relatively flat with respect to the flow rate. The data from the second206

period shows a slight increase of about 0-2 ◦C compared to the first data taking period.207

With the front-end electronics configured, there is a rise in the temperature of about 2-8208
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Figure 4: The top of the cold box temperature
measured as a function of the dry gas flow rate
under three different heating settings.

Figure 5: The top of the cold box temperature
measured as a function of the dry gas flow rate
under three different heating settings.

◦C, compared to the first data taking period.209

210

Once more, it has to be stressed that the number of temperature sensors on211

Novec bellows is limited to 7, which gives only 3 or 4 measurements per quadrant for the212

average on data points where part of the frond-end electronics configured.

Figure 6: The Novec bellow temperature mea-
sured as a function of the dry gas flow rate
under three different heating settings.

Figure 7: The Novec bellow temperature mea-
sured as a function of the dry gas flow rate
under three different heating settings.

213
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4.4 Combined temperature plot214

A combined plot of the dry gas outlet connector, top of cold box and Novec bellow215

temperature is shown in figure 8. Only measurements during the first data taking period216

are shown here, they together form a grid containing 9 points. The superimposure of the217

3 monitored locations on a module can be used to deduce a minimum temperature under218

a particular setting of the dry gas flow and supplied heating power.219

220

The data shown is for the first period in which only 2 out of 24 frond-end boxes221

where installed and the electronics were configured. As shown by the previous figures222

for the individual locations is that there is a minor effect due to the installation of the223

22 remaining frond-end boxes and a rather significant effect caused by configuring the224

frond-end electronics. Thus, the current figure functions to give a first estimate for which225

an offset on the temperature axis should be added for later use. This offset depends on226

the status of the detector, when the front-end electronics are not configured an offset of227

about 0-3 ◦C should be added and when configured 2-8 ◦C should be added to the given228

plot. From the plot in figure 8, one is interested to extract the minimum temperature,

Figure 8: Combined plot of temperature measurements on condensation affected parts.

229

since this will ultimately determine which part is most prone to condensation. The dew230

point in the cavern is expected to be about 12 ◦C. Already during the first data231

taking period, one reaches this temperature on all parts for a supplied heating power of232

10 Watt. With the additional frond-end boxes the situation only improves and when233

all front-end electronics are configured the minimum temperature might be even raised234

sufficiently enough such that no heating power will be needed during active data taking.235
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5 Cooling Plant236

The dissipated energy during the cooling process of the SiPMs is measured by comparing237

the return temperature to the output temperature by the Novec cooling plant. Further-238

more, it is also a measure of how well the vacuum isolation shields against convection239

losses. This is done for several cooling temperatures and under different settings for the240

supplied heating power and dry gas flow rate, shown in figure 9. All data shown here is241

obtained during the first data taking period. A similar comparison for the dissipated242

energy could not be carried out for the second data taking period since the calibration of243

the sensor was known to be off during this time.244

245

From the graph a minor trend can be noticed for which the dissipated heat in-246

creases with a decrease in cooling temperature. This trend can be understood by the fact247

that the temperature gradient increases when lowering the cooling temperature. It can be248

noticed from the data points at a cooling temperature of -50 ◦C that the supplied heat249

by the heating system has minimal influence on the cooling system. The Novec cooling250

system thus is separated rather well from the outside environment. The influence of251

the circulating dry gas is negligible. It should be noted once more that the error bars252

of about 1.5 ◦C can be ascribed to the fluctuations of the Novec cooling plant output253

temperature. Similar to the study of the dissipated energy of the cooling plant, the offset

Figure 9: Difference between return and output temperature of the Novec cooling plant.

254

of the SiPM temperature with respect to the Novec cooling temperature is measured by255

comparing the average of the SiPM temperature sensors to the plant output temperature.256

This is of interest to obtain knowledge about the offset compared to Novec cooling plant,257

and can therefore be used to control the temperature on the SiPMs more accurately. It258

should be noted that the data shown in figure 10 is all taken with a dry gas flow rate259
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of 0.3 l/min and since it concerns the first data taking period, only two read-out-boxes260

were installed. Therefore, the data is split in SiPM averages for module T3L2Q0M0 and261

T3L2Q0M1, denoted as M0 and M1, respectively. Also here it is rather unfortunate that262

during the second data taking period the calibration of the temperature sensors on the263

Novec cooling plant was known to be incorrect. A study with a more precise offset from264

the SiPMs of all frond-end boxes was therefore not feasible.265

266

The graph shows a small trend that with the increase of the temperature gradi-267

ent the offset of the SiPM temperature to the cooling temperature increases. The268

influence of the supplied heating power on the SiPM temperature can be noticed, but269

is no larger than approximately 1 ◦C. The difference in temperature between the two270

modules is also visible and will be of interest during data taking with all frond-end boxes271

installed. This will be elaborated on during the coming pages. In figure 11 the offset

Figure 10: Difference between SiPM and plant
output temperature.

Figure 11: Difference between SiPM and plant
output temperature.

272

of the SiPM temperature to the Novec cooling temperature is shown. All data shown273

is for a plant output temperature set at -50 ◦C. The supplied heating temperature is274

varied as well as the flow rate of the dry gas. As it concerns data from the first data tak-275

ing period, only measurements from modules M0 and M1 exist as was explained previously.276

277

The flow rate does not have strong influence on the offset of the temperature,278

which shows almost flat behaviour. From this graph it can also be seen that the279

temperature spread differs for the two modules, module M0 has only about half the280

spread compared to module M1.281

6 SiPM temperatures282

During the second period of data taking all frond-end boxes were installed and due to a283

limitation only 2 quadrants could be configured at a single instance. Hence it was chosen284
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to configure the front-end electronics for either the top two quadrants or the bottom two285

quadrants. For all the settings during the second data taking period the Novec cooling286

temperature remained at -50 ◦C. Although the flow rate of the dry gas was varied, only287

data is presented here for which the flow was circulated at an approximate rate of 0.6 l/min.288

289

In figures 12 and 13, data is shown for all SiPM temperature sensors present on290

quadrant T3L2Q0. During this period the control of the Novec cooling plant had been291

adjusted such that the amplitude of the sinusoidal fluctuations was about 0.1 ◦C. The292

temperature spread found on the SiPM temperature is about 0.5 ◦C, corresponding to293

the ADC precision. This is significantly smaller than was found before the controls of294

the plant were adjusted. In figure 12, 96 SiPM temperature sensors are shown that are

Figure 12: Temperature dispersion for the
SiPM array of quadrant L2Q2.

Figure 13: Temperature dispersion comparison
for modules of quadrant L2Q2.

295

physically adjacent in neighbouring modules on the quadrant. No clear trend is visible296

from the first to the last SiPM, the values seem to fluctuate without a clear pattern at297

first glance. With the guidance of the dashed blue vertical lines to visualise where the298

module edges are, this changes slightly and the first 2 sensors then seem to be a bit higher299

then the others. In figure 13, the temperature sensors of the 6 modules are overlayed with300

each other. Here it becomes clear that a temperature sensor on a particular location on301

the module is constraint to a fixed range. This pattern is found for all quadrants and one302

might even able to distinguish the mats inside a module. There are four mats inside,303

hence leaving 4 SiPM temperature sensors per mat.304

305

It was of interest whether the temperature sensors are affected rather strongly306

by the active heating power system. In figure 14, all SiPM temperature sensors on307

quadrant T3L2Q2 are shown for the three different heating powers. The effect is similar308

to what was seen earlier by the averages of the first two modules. For all the individual309

sensors the response to different heating power is limited to a maximum of about 1310

◦C when changing from 10 to 35 Watt. Another brief comparison between the top311

and bottom layers of a quadrant was done to see if there are significant differences in312
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Figure 14: Temperature dispersion comparison
of heating power for quadrant T3L2Q2.

Figure 15: Temperature dispersion comparison
for top and bottom quadrants of layer T3L2.

temperature between them. The obtained result is shown in figure 15, from which a clear313

difference in individual and overall temperature can not be noticed at first glance.314

7 Conclusion315

This note summarises the first set of performance studies that have been carried out on316

the first C-Frame of the SciFi Tracker. This initial study serves as a stepping stone in317

the process of gaining understanding on the functioning of the services, which should318

ultimately lead to competent controls. The results can be categorized according to the319

presented sections.320

321

With the dry gas flow rate one has a good handle to the control of the dew322

point inside cold boxes and it meets the requirement of having a 5 ◦C margin with323

respect to the cooling temperature. The combined temperature plot of the measured324

temperatures on the dry gas outlet connector, Novec bellow and cold box gives a good325

idea of the minimum temperature on the outside parts under various settings. With the326

installation of all frond-end boxes, one should take into account that an offset should be327

added to this plot. This offset depends on the status of the detector, when the front-end328

electronics are not configured an offset of about 0-3 ◦C should be added and when329

configured 2-8 ◦C should be added to the given plot.330

331

The effectiveness of the cooling plant is given in terms of dissipated energy dur-332

ing the cooling process. The difference in output and return temperature is no more333

than 2 ◦C and the supplied heat by the heating wire is of minimal influence to this.334

The difference, i.e. lost heat during cooling, is proportional to the cooling temperature.335

Similar, the offset of the SiPM temperature to the cooling temperature has been measured.336

At a cooling temperature of -50 ◦C the SiPMs are approximately 6 ◦C warmer. Also this337
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offset is proportional to the cooling temperature. Hence, with an increasing gradient of338

the cooling temperature to the ambient temperature the offset is enhances. Thus, this339

serves to get an idea of how the cooling temperature should be adjusted to reach a certain340

SiPM temperature.341

342

The SiPM temperatures are found to follow a distinguished module pattern. The 16343

SiPM temperature sensors contained per module end are individually constraint to fixed344

temperature range, this becomes clear when overlaying multiple sensors from different345

modules. This pattern is likely a result of the mechanical process by which346

the SiPMs and their sensors have been attached onto the cooling bars The347

influence of the supplied heating by the wires show a temperature difference below 1 ◦C348

between 10 and 35 Watts of heating power.349

350

This will study will be continued upon with the coming C-Frames that are cur-351

rently under assembly.352
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A Appendix: SiPM temperatures353

In figures 16 and 17, the comparison between modules is given for bottom quadrant354

T3L2Q0. The data for the top and bottom quadrants of layer 3 are shown in figures 18

Figure 16: Temperature dispersion for the
SiPM array of quadrant L2Q0.

Figure 17: Temperature dispersion comparison
for modules of quadrant L2Q0.

355

till 23. These depict the same information as the previous figures for the top quadrantof356

layer 2, hence the same explanation that was given for layer 2 applies to these figures and357

can be consulted. The behaviour of layer 2 and layer 3 are very similar and equivalent358

conclusions can be drawn from all the shown figures for the SiPM quadrant study.

Figure 18: Temperature dispersion for the
SiPM array of quadrant L3Q2.

Figure 19: Temperature dispersion comparison
for modules of quadrant L3Q2.

359
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Figure 20: Temperature dispersion comparison
of heating power for quadrant T3L3Q2.

Figure 21: Temperature dispersion comparison
for top and bottom quadrants of layer T3L3.

360

Figure 22: Temperature dispersion for the
SiPM array of quadrant L3Q0.

Figure 23: Temperature dispersion comparison
for modules of quadrant L3Q0.

361
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